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Introduction
As is well known, in the nineteenth century, China faced a severe national
crisis due to the invasion of Western powers. In particular, the import of Western
ideologies had a big impact on the idea of “Huaxia-centrism” (Huaxia zhongxin
zhuyi 華夏中心主義), which caused Chinese intellectuals to have a strong
sense of crisis concerning the status of Chinese national-cultural identity.2 It
was in this context that “nationalism” as a modern concept was introduced
to China from Europe and Japan in the late nineteenth century. Drawing on
the scholarship of Liah Greenfeld, Suisheng Zhao points out that the power
of nationalism came from the fact that it “locates the source of individual
identity within a ‘people,’ which is seen as the bearer of sovereignty, the
central object of loyalty, and the basis of collective solidarity.”3 Nationalism
in modern China was manifested mainly in patriotic movements, unifying
and reconstructing the Chinese nation internally, and resisting the invasion
of foreign powers externally. With this ethos, many Chinese people equated
their own interests with that of the nation—some even sacrificed their own
interests in the interests of the nation.4 This phenomenon was particularly
conspicuous during the Anti-Japanese War (1937–1945).
Buddhism possesses a characteristic of universalism, and it should
not have boundaries between nations or territories. Nevertheless, under the
above-mentioned circumstances, the development of Buddhism in modern
China was inevitably intertwined with nationalism. As Gregory Adam Scott
points out, every aspect of Buddhism in China was targeted for “reform” or
“modernization” by those who wanted it to play a role in the salvation of the
Chinese nation.5 In order to save the nation, and also to improve the social
status of Buddhism, Chinese Buddhists (and Buddhist scholars) not only
presented Buddhism as an important component of traditional Chinese culture
that could be used to resist the invasion of Western culture, but also tried to
prove that it was helpful for revitalizing the Chinese nation. During the first
half of the twentieth century, a group of scholar-monks, the most famous being
Master Taixu 太虛 (1890–1947), strongly advocated Humanistic Buddhism
(renjian fojiao 人間佛教), a modern transformation of Buddhism that can be
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considered “a way to fit into the ‘national body’ of the evolving nation-state.”6
They called on Buddhists to get out of temples and engage in the construction
and revival of the Chinese nation.
Master Fafang 法舫 (1904–1951) was an outstanding figure among these
scholar-monks. He was a prominent student of Master Taixu, and was intimately
involved with the nexus between Buddhism and Chinese nationalism. He
participated in many Buddhist activities and presented many ideas on social
and political affairs, having contributed not only to the development of
Buddhism, but also to the construction of a new China. This essay focuses
on the integration of Buddhist universalism with Chinese nationalism as
expressed in Master Fafang’s writings. It examines Master Fafang’s thoughts
in terms of two questions. First, how did he relate the Buddhist salvation of the
world to the salvation of the Chinese nation? And second, how did he connect
Confucian and Daoist thoughts with Buddhist thought, and then elaborate his
view that other philosophical schools in traditional Chinese culture, just like
Buddhism, also have universal values and thus should be promoted to benefit
the whole world? The answers to these questions are aimed to illuminate
Master Fafang’s “Buddhist nationalism.”
1. The Buddhist Salvation of the World and the Salvation of the Chinese
Nation
In his first and most basic teaching, the Four Noble Truths (Sanskrit:
catvāri ārya-satyāni), the Buddha revealed the root of our suffering and the
way to attain nirvāṇa (that is, to reach enlightenment).7 It can be said that
the reason why Buddhism appeared in this world is because the Buddha
intended to save all of the people (and even all sentient beings), guiding
them to enlightenment from suffering. Master Fafang obviously agreed with
this view. He believed that Buddhism was a religion beneficial to all living
beings, rather than a “pastime” (xiaoxian pin 消閒品) for a small number of
people.8 In an article composed in 1933, Master Fafang stated clearly that
the Buddhist reforms during the early decades of the twentieth century took
the whole world as its scope and all human beings as its target of salvation;
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under no circumstances could it be limited to a certain nation-state.9 Fafang’s
perspective is consistent with the Buddhist characteristic of universalism.
An important reason for Master Fafang to emphasize the universal value
of Buddhism is that he hoped to use the Buddhist idea that all sentient beings
are equal without differentiation to stop the wars in the world. In an article
completed in early 1935, he stated:
With regard to the salvation of all living beings
through Buddhist teachings, since there is no
differentiation between categories, how could there
be a division between self and others? How could
there further be a differentiation between nationstates? When Śākyamuni Buddha (probably 6th–5th or
5th–4th century BC) initially established [Buddhism],
he [intended to] overthrow hierarchy and break the
notion of “country” (guojia 國家). Therefore, there
is no hierarchical division in Buddhist teachings,
and all Buddhists are equal without any exception,
making no distinction of ranks. To receive Buddhist
teachings is to believe in bringing benefit and joy
to sentient beings without boundaries between
countries. If hierarchy is overthrown, then there will
be no class war; if the notion of “country” is broken,
then there will be no national war. If these wars are
eradicated, then human beings can enjoy security,
and world peace will be forever.10
In Master Fafang’s view, the antagonisms between classes and between
countries are the causes of war. Accordingly, he believed that Buddhism,
which insists on great compassion for all living beings, and which considers
all living beings to be equal, could save the world from this situation. Indeed,
in his writings, Master Fafang repeatedly discussed the harmfulness of war
and maintained that Buddhist teachings are helpful for promoting world peace,
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because “true peace” (zhenzheng de heping 真正的和平) must be established
on the basis of freedom and equality.11
As for how to save the world through Buddhism, Master Fafang proposed
that we should apply Buddhist ideas (compassion, equality, etc.) to the various
aspects of human life, such as economy, politics, and military affairs.12 We
should also obey the Buddhist stipulation, which prohibits people from “killing
each other, stealing from each other, having licentious behaviours with each
other, deceiving each other, etc.” because only in this way could world peace
be maintained and killing be eliminated.13 Master Fafang’s suggestions can be
considered to be a practice of Humanistic Buddhism.
Most of all, Master Fafang believed that, to save the world, one must save
his or her own country first. While maintaining that the Buddhist salvation of
the world does not have boundaries between countries, he also emphasized
that Buddhists have different nationalities:
Buddhists differ from country to country. Therefore,
to do the work of saving the world, they must start
with saving their own countries. If their countries
have perished and everything is enslaved to others,
they cannot even save their own countries, then how
could they talk about saving the world? This is like
the fact that, if we ourselves cannot survive, then
we cannot help others to survive. If we can save
China, then the whole world will also be saved. This
is because China is a country that strives for good
faith and peace, and it has a quarter of the world’s
population. When China is strong, with its peace
and perseverance, it will surely be able to influence
other countries and help other nations. Buddhists
are a part of citizens and, naturally, they should love
their countries. [If] Chinese Buddhists do not love
China and do not save China, how could they love
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the world and save humans?14
This passage indicates that the universal value of Buddhism can only
be realized if the national identities of Buddhists are protected. This is
particularly the case in China, which has a big population and thus should
be very influential on the world if it is strong. Therefore, Chinese Buddhists
must save China first, because only in this way could they be in a position
to save the world. This perspective certainly cannot be separate from the
nationalist ideology in modern China. It can also be considered as an expedient
means (upāya) adopted by Master Fafang to achieve the universal values of
Buddhism. In any case, the Buddhist salvation of the world and the salvation
of the Chinese nation were linked together.
How, then, could Chinese Buddhists save the nation? When China
reached a point where its very existence was at stake due to foreign
aggression, it is natural that, like many other Chinese people at the time,
Master Fafang believed that Chinese people, including Buddhists, should
defend their nation by resisting foreign aggression. In 1936, in order to fight
against foreign enemies, Chinese people—the youth in particular—began to
receive military training, and Buddhists were also required by the Chinese
government to perform military service. This call received positive responses
from many young Buddhists across the country since they deemed it as a
good opportunity to serve the country and to manifest their nationalist spirit.15
With regard to this issue, Master Fafang believed that a country is composed
of its citizens, and every citizen should fulfill his or her obligations to the
country. Since military service is a kind of national obligation and Buddhists
are citizens, Buddhists certainly should perform military service.16 When the
Anti-Japanese War broke out in 1937, in an editorial postscript in the Buddhist
monthly journal Haichao yin 海潮音 (Voice of the Sea Tide), Master Fafang
further presented that Chinese Buddhists should repay both the grace of the
country and the grace of sentient beings and, thus, should rise up with great
compassion to fight the national disaster and save all sentient beings.17 This
also reflects Master Fafang’s merging of the salvation of Chinese nation and
the salvation of all sentient beings.
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Master Fafang’s insistence that Buddhists should fight the war and save
the nation, which represents the position of many Chinese Buddhists at that
time, can be said to be a unique product of modern China. On the one hand, he
was keen to apply Buddhist teachings to the whole world, while, on the other,
China was facing a severe national crisis, which hindered the development of
Chinese Buddhism. It was precisely under this situation that he connected the
universalism of Buddhism with nationalism and patriotism, hoping that the
salvation of the Chinese nation could facilitate the Buddhist salvation of the
world.
2. The Buddhist Salvation of the World and the Promotion of Traditional
Chinese Culture
Master Fafang was a staunch cultural nationalist who attached great
importance to the development of traditional Chinese culture.18 In the late
1930s, aimed at the phenomenon of some Chinese scholars advocating total
Westernization, he made the following comments:
In our country, scholars have generally been inclined to Western imports
since the May Fourth Movement. [They believe that] Western politics,
academics, religions, military affairs, etc. are all good, while those in China
are old, boring, behind the times, and [thus] should be abolished. This is
wrong. I am not the kind of person who opposes accepting Western culture.
What I mean is that we should “borrow others’ strengths to make up for our
shortcomings” (借人之長，補我之短), and that we cannot totally abandon
the four to five thousand year old culture of our nation. If Chinese civilization
is abolished, then what kind of oriental culture can be carried forward to the
West? In my view, the decline and extinction of [a nation’s] culture is more
terrible than any other loss with regard to the survival of the nation.19
In fact, Master Fafang’s emphasis on traditional Chinese culture was not
merely for national rejuvenation, but also because he believed that Chinese
culture, as a representative of Eastern civilization, was conducive to helping
and saving human beings all over the world. For him, the more advanced
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science becomes, the more harmful it is to human beings. Although the material
civilization of Western Europe had made great contributions to humans,
humans had also suffered from its scourge, such as the damages caused by
chemical warfare. In Master Fafang’s view, a solution to this problem is to
transmit the characteristic of “great kindness, faithfulness, sincerity, and
peacefulness” (daci zhongxin, zhencheng heping 大慈忠信，真誠和平) of
Eastern culture to Europe and America, so as to remedy the deficiencies of
Western civilization. According to Fafang, only Confucianism and Buddhism
are truly representatives of Eastern culture; Confucius’ “way of benevolence
and righteousness” (renyi zhi dao 仁義之道) and the Buddha’s spirit of
saving the world compassionately are sufficient to remedy the drawbacks of
Western scientific civilization.20 Accordingly, if Chinese Buddhists wanted to
save human beings throughout the world and achieve world peace, they must
first restore and develop Eastern civilization, in particular Confucianism and
Buddhism in Chinese culture. The above reflects both Master Fafang’s sense
of national cultural superiority and his integration of the Buddhist salvation
with the promotion of Chinese culture.
Based on his cultural nationalism, and with his intention to save all human
beings, Master Fafang often associated Buddhist thought with the thought of
other schools (in particular Confucianism and Daoism) in traditional Chinese
culture, attempting to develop Buddhism while reviving traditional Chinese
culture. As he stated in the mid-1930s when he summarized the contributions
of Haichao yin, this journal “on the one hand pays attention to the revival of
indigenous culture, while, on the other, strives to vitalize Buddhism, increase
the value of Buddhism, and seek cultural rejuvenation for Chinese people,
so as not to let the life (shengming 生命) of this nation—Buddhist culture—
disappear because of the times.”21
On the whole, Master Fafang claimed that Chinese culture “takes
the three schools—Confucianism, Buddhism, and Daoism—as its main
foundation (zongben 總本), and takes Daoism as the heart and soul (xingan
心肝), Confucianism as the backbone (gugan 骨幹), and Buddhism as their
co-operator (peihe 配合).” Specifically, Chinese cosmology is represented by
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Laozi 老子 (trad. sixth-fifth centuries BC) and Zhuangzi’s 莊子 (ca. 369–
286 BC) thought—in particular those ideas in Zhouyi 周易/Yijing 易經 (The
Book of Change), and its ideology of ethics and society—is represented by
Confucius’ (Kongzi 孔子, 551–479 BC) and Mencius’ (Mengzi 孟子, ca.
372–289 BC) teachings—especially those in Liji 禮記 (The Book of Rites).
Buddhism clarifies the principles of cause and effect and that the myriad
dharmas are nothing but the mind, which complements Confucianism and
Daoism.22 What Fafang intended to express is the view that Buddhism is
an important component of Chinese culture, which lays a foundation for
combination of the development of Buddhist thought and the revival of
traditional Chinese culture.
Master Fafang’s cultural nationalism and his intention to develop
Buddhism are embodied in his effort to connect Buddhist views with Confucian
and Daoist ideas, find out their commonalities, and uphold them as a unity.
With regard to the salvation of the world through promoting Chinese culture,
he once emphasized that such social phenomena as killing, abuse, and fraud
were caused by the human mind, and these phenomena could be eliminated
by means of traditional Chinese philosophy. According to him, what is said as
“cultivating the mind” (xiuxin 修心) and “purifying the mind” (jingxin 淨心)
in Buddhism, “correcting the mind and making intentions sincere” (zhengxin
chengyi 正心誠意) in Confucianism, and “gentlemen must cut open their
hearts’’ (君子不可以不刳心焉)—meaning that gentlemen should get rid
of their distracting thoughts—in Daoism, are ways of transforming people’s
minds. Through these methods, the various kinds of ill minds in society can
be refined, and the social situation can thus be improved.23 By linking the
views of “mind” in Buddhism with the Confucian and Daoist discourses on
“mind” (or “heart”), and also through illuminating the significance of these
ideas concerning their effect on society, Master Fafang once again integrated
Buddhist salvation with the promotion of Chinese culture.
Moreover, Master Fafang also compared Chinese philosophy with
Western philosophy to demonstrate the superiority of the former to the latter.
For instance, he differentiated the concepts of shengming 生命 and shenghuo
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生活, both of which can be translated into English as “life,” taking shengming
as the continuous process of human life and shenghuo as the activities (such
as eating and drinking) needed in this process. Firstly, he considered the level
of shengming to be higher than shenghuo: “Ordinary people only know how
to pursue shenghuo, but do not know how to value shengming. People with
a higher level of knowledge know how to value shengming in addition to
pursuing shenghuo.” In his view, Western philosophy emphasizes shenghuo
and seeks only material enjoyment: the development of material civilization is
for shenghuo, and even the world wars were for shenghuo. In contrast, Chinese
philosophy pays much attention to shengming, which is reflected in the ideas
of “cultivating life” (xiu ming 修命) and “seeking longevity” (qiu changsheng
求長生) in Daoism, and the statement that “gentlemen do not stand under
a dangerous wall” (君子不立危牆之下)—meaning that gentlemen should
foresee risks and keep away from dangerous situations—in Confucianism.
In particular, he believed that the Buddhist observation of shengming is quite
thorough: Buddhism not only explores the origin of shengming, but also
delves into its reincarnation after death.24
Similarly, with regard to the attitude towards human life, Master Fafang
believed that Buddhism neither advocates pessimism nor extreme optimism,
but advocates a “middle way” (zhongdao 中道), because the former two will
produce bad results, and neither of them is the correct way (zhengdao 正道)
for human life. According to him, Confucianism proposes that, as for our
emotions and desires, “when they arise to their appropriate levels, it is called
‘harmony’” (發而皆中節謂之和), which Fafang believed to be similar to the
Buddhist perspective on human life. By contrast, Western people lay particular
stress on enjoyment, so they use science to seek material enjoyment as much as
possible. That is to say, they hold an extremely optimistic attitude.25 Although
Master Fafang’s understanding of the ideas in the above-mentioned schools
is not necessarily accurate, his perspectives show his approval of Chinese
philosophy and devaluation of Western culture: Confucianism and Daoism,
just like Buddhism, are more advanced than Western philosophy both in
terms of the comprehension of life and the attitude towards life. Also, he used
Buddhism to confront Western culture, which endows universal Buddhism
with a feature of nationalism to some extent.
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Master Fafang’s comparison of the cultural education between China and
other countries made his position even more explicit:
[If we] look around the modern world, [we will find that] the education
of each country takes material benefit as its principle, while the education
intrinsic to our country takes morality as its principle; the culture of each
country is material civilization, while the culture intrinsic to our country is
biased towards spiritual civilization. The education that takes material benefit
as its principle is bound to foster a kind of people who are selfish without
considering others, and generate the phenomenon of cruelty and inequality.
The education that takes morality as its principle is bound to foster a selfless
people, and generate the phenomenon of kindness and equality. Buddhism is
compatible with the cultures and education of the latter and influences those
of the former.26
This, again, reflects Master Fafang’s sense of national cultural superiority.
It is precisely because he believed that the intrinsic culture and education in
China, which are consistent with Buddhist teachings, were more beneficial to
human beings than those in Western civilization, and so he adopted a cultural
nationalist standpoint and used traditional Chinese culture as an approach
to achieving his Buddhist ideals. Above all, with the purpose of developing
Buddhism—as an important philosophical and religious school in Chinese
culture—and benefiting the world, Master Fafang endeavored to promote
traditional Chinese culture and transmit it to the world.
Concluding Remarks
Buddhism is universal and has no boundaries between nations or
territories. However, the national and cultural crisis in modern China forced
Chinese Buddhists to connect Buddhism with nationalism. In order to develop
Buddhism, they also need to contribute to the revival of the nation. As shown
in this essay, Master Fafang perfectly combined Buddhist salvation of the
world with the salvation of the Chinese nation and the promotion of Chinese
culture, having endowed universal Buddhism with a national character. He
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believed that if Chinese Buddhists wanted to save the world, they must first
save the Chinese nation. He also believed that the spirit of Chinese culture
could promote world peace and improve morality in society. Therefore, he
connected Buddhist thought with Confucian and Daoist ideas, and presented
them as the representatives of traditional Chinese culture, with which to resist
the invasion of Western culture. This not only shows his sense of national
cultural superiority, but is also his way to realize Buddhist salvation through
the spread of Chinese culture. Master Fafang’s thought in this regard reflects
both his patriotism and his spirit of Buddhist innovation, which not only
contributed to the revitalization of the Chinese nation but also facilitated the
development of Buddhism in a modern world.
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